The Great Crystal
Paul Solomon Reading #9185 - L - 9141 - MA - DS - 0001, Karmakura, Japan 03/06/88
Yes, you speak of the great crystal which has often been described - as nearly as can
be described in this time - a crystal made partly of lapis stone, and of hexagonal shape
with that described as spheres or balls being the containers of magnetics or magnetism.
The laws of optics, of light and magnetics focused through crystal being a source of
electro-magnetics, or the power, as it were, of lightning focused on earth which could
give to the atmosphere the presence of electricity which would require only the use of
an antennae here and there to ground this force and make it available to those who
would use it for light and for various purposes.
The use of crystals is for gathering and focusing , not the creation of energy, but the
gathering and focusing of available energy. And you already have sufficient
understanding to begin the application of that – the reception and focusing of heat upon
objects, intensifying that, reflecting it back and such - if there were simply the focus of
purpose, the philosophy of accepting energy without destruction rather than the seeking
of means to release energy through destruction.
The crystal had many properties, including the ability to bridge the hemispheres of the
brain, giving an integrated mind which had abilities of channeling from the Records*
about the earth and from the mind of the Divine.
These instruments later replaced by the Ark of the Covenant which was a similar, but
not the same instrument. The crystals then being separated and became the stones of
the breastplate of the high priest. This could be thought of as a lesser version of the
crystals of Atlantis.
These crystals having both great properties as a great gift and the ability of some of
those as discovered by some of those of the dark forces to be used as a weapon, that
which was focused to such a high degree that it caused some of the destruction of
Atlantis. There is a danger of the reawakening of that energy today with the nuclear
force being a force of destruction, a source of earthquake and volcanic activity which
can be a danger both to these islands (Japan) and to Jerusalem.
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